
 

ORANGE OMEC TELEPORT INTERFACE PEDAL  

79,00 € tax included  
Reference: ORTELEPORT

ORANGE OMEC TELEPORT INTERFACE PEDAL

The OMEC Teleport interface is a universal connection device (IOS, Android, Mac, PC) without any specific drivers or software
requirements. It features high quality ADC/DAC converters – through a USB B connector – housed in a small effect pedal enclosure.

The Teleport allows you to convert both analog audio signals (an instrument for example) to digital to be processed with the many
applications available. Additionally, the Teleport gives you the ability to convert digital audio signals to analogue (through mixers, D.I.
boxes, amplifiers, etc.).

With this versatility the Teleport can be used for a wide range of applications: musicians that want to play, record, mix or process their
sound, with the autonomy provided by mobile devices' Bluetooth connected musicians, like keyboard players or DJs employing the same
devices for their sessions' even the amateur music lover who wants to convert music stored on their devices to analogue with renewed
quality.

Audio:
- 1-in / 2-out audio interface with 16-bit delta-sigma adc and dac (adc: 48 khz – dac: 48 khz), 44,1khz / 48khz sample rate audio quality
- adc: thd+n = 0.01% / snr=89db / dynamic range = 89 db
- dac: thd+n = 0.005% / snr=96db / dynamic range = 93 db
- High signal – noise relation snr = 96 db
- low harmonic distortion thd+n = 0.01%
- Buffered bypass

Connectors
- Input: 1/4” high-quality buffered input with 120db of dynamic range (mic compatible with a xlr-jack adaptor)
- Output: 1/4” pro grade stereo outputs for connecting to studio monitors, d.i.s, p.a. System, pedals, amps, etc

Specs:
- Interface: Usb 2.0 compatible with ios, android, mac and pc
- Midi: Compatible with jam origin midi guitar
- Unboxed weight: 0.149kg / 0.328lbs
- Unboxed dimensions: L – 9.2cm/3.62? x w – 3.7cm/1.45? x h – 4.8cm/1.88? (inc. Switch)
- Power: Powered by 9v dc (not powered by usb)
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